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Towards a Citizenship of the European Union1

he whole concept of citizenship and of the rights and responsibilities of citizens has in the past 
twenty years again been called in question by the development in Europe of a quasi-federal supra-
state, the European Union. In the new European Union, the complex of rights and duties which 
have traditionally gone under the name of citizenship, and which in former times were exercised 
by (some of ) the inhabitants of smaller territorial units, such as a city or, at most, a nation-state, 
are now in large measure shared by, and common to, citizens of all the diferent EU member states. 
Citizens of EU states resident in another member-state may not formally be enfranchised or have 
full voting rights at member-state level, but they mostly have rights of residence, of employment, 
and they have legal protection in ways which were previously the preserve of the citizens of these 
smaller polities. Speciically, the Maastricht treaty (1992) and the Amsterdam treaty (1997) con-
ferred on all nationals of an EU member state what was in efect the new concept of a European 
Union citizenship, additional to national citizenship, and according particular rights of access to 
European institutions (parliament, council, the ombudsman, and to vote in European and local 
elections), of free movement, residence, and employment, and against discrimination on grounds 
of nationality. Prior to this, moreover, in the earlier age of competing nation-states, the privileges 
and obligations of individual national citizenships had deliberately been set out and developed in 
an oppositional manner – vis-à-vis the outsider, the foreigner, the neighbouring state. hese dei-
nitions in exclusive terms had relected the prevailing prejudices of the period: for instance, the 
holding of dual citizenship was frequently forbidden. Now, however, the progressive dismantling 
of Europe’s internal frontiers and boundaries, notably through such initiatives as the Schengen 
Agreement, has highlighted the need for a reconsideration of what these various national citizen-
ships, and their predecessors, might have had, and did have, in common. It is evident, for instance, 
that attitudes towards present political structures – whether local, regional, national, or European 
ones – vary considerably in diferent parts of the EU, and that in large measure these diferences 
relect both the particular political cultures and heritages in diferent regions which have come 
down from earlier times and also the diversity of paths towards and away from the EU’s stated 
model, or norm, of participatory citizenship. hus, in highlighting the need for this reconsidera-
tion, we must also ask how far it is possible to identify a common range of historic ideas and rights 
which may be associated with citizenship in these earlier times?

In posing this question, we also need to be careful not to project our ideas of participatory citizen-
ship in the 21st century back into the past. In the opening volume of our series, we tried to chart 
the development of modern citizenship rights in the various historical periods and the diferent 
European countries in terms of when these rights were acquired. he volume focused on particular 
historical cases, however, and its individual chapters also had little to say about what individuals 
actually did as citizens, once they had acquired these citizenship rights. here was also very little 
in the volume by way of deinition or theoretical clariication of the actual concept of citizenship. 
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he danger in this type of approach is of course that, if citizenship is deined in terms of what is 
now, in a present-day European context, understood as best practice – and particularly one asso-
ciated with Western states with a long tradition of democracy, in the atermath of the Cold War 
and the collapse of the Soviet Bloc – we may end up, not so much understanding the concept of 
citizenship and how this has changed over time, but rather supplying a pseudo-historical narra-
tive purveying the illusion of triumphant progress towards the present. We need here, therefore, 
to sidestep the problem that, in some academic traditions, and particularly from the perspective 
of modern and contemporary history or historical anthropology, the concept of citizenship is 
closely linked to modern civic society. By contrast, pre-modern specialists would see the complex 
of rights and duties which make up the concept of citizenship in terms of active participation in 
the political life of the polis, town, city, region, or state in whatever period of history. he one 
perspective ofers us an approach which is manifestly skewed towards the making of the present; 
the other runs the danger of a deinition which is so broad as to be meaningless.

here are, however, a number of ways around this problem. One is to look more closely at the 
etymology of the word for ‘citizenship’ in the diferent European languages. A second is to estab-
lish that the nature of citizenship rights varies in accordance with the type of society and state in 
which people live. In what follows, this chapter will irst review some of the evidence concerning 
the etymology of the term, including some case studies. here then follows a more extended con-
sideration of the relationship between citizenship rights and the norms and values of the society 
in which they develop.

Turning to the irst question, then, the etymology of the word for ‘citizenship’ in the diferent 
European languages provides an important clue as to the particular origins and development 
of the concept among those peoples in which the language developed. Also, what in English is 
called ‘citizenship’ is rendered in other European languages by a variety of terms which, in many 
cases, relect the particular balance of political, legal, or social conditions obtaining in each of 
these polities at diferent periods of their history. To take an obvious example, the German term 
Staatsbürgerschat, which denotes citizenship in the sense of a feeling of belonging to the nation 
or state2, contrasts with the Irish (Gaelic) word, saoránacht, meaning citizenship in the sense of 
freedom: the one word relects political conditions in a large territorial entity; the other in a small 
entity overshadowed by a powerful neighbour. In both languages, however, the concept of citizen-
ship may also be translated by words which relect a more traditional sense of enjoying political 
rights in a particular town or city: Bürgerrecht in German, cathróireacht in Gaelic. Many other 
European languages have a similar pair of words to denote citizenship, relecting an original dis-
tinction in regard to citizenship rights and national identity: for instance, in French, citoyenneté 
(the modern notion of citoyen, originating in the French Revolution) and nationalité; in Greek, 
υπηκοότητα (citizenship) and εθνικότητα (ethnicity); in Romanian, cetăţenie (state membership) 
and naţionalitate ‘ethnic origin’. hese language pairs are rough equivalents but the etymology 
and precise nuances of each term relect the prevailing circumstances in each national tradition 
in which the term developed. In other words, what we have here, arguably, are a complex of rights 
and duties which are closely associated with the concept of citizenship but which, through the 
operation of physical frontiers or mental boundaries in each separate tradition, have developed in 
somewhat diferent directions.

In a brief study like the present one, it is of course impossible to trace all the diferent patterns of 
state formation which promoted citizenship concepts, but it is nonetheless instructive to ofer 
a few brief case studies. In the irst place, there is the French tradition. Citizenship in France, as 
elsewhere, was not an immutable essence, but a historical construction in constant evolution. he 
concept covers questions of individual rights vis-à-vis the state, as also those of nationality or of 
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national belonging; and as a principle of political legitimacy, citizenship stems from the French 
Revolution. he sociologist Dominique Schnapper has summed up the juridical meaning of citi-
zenship by positing the notion of a legal subject (sujet de droit) enjoying particular civil and po-
litical rights: personal freedom, freedom of conscience and of expression, freedom of movement, 
freedom to marry, equality before the law, a presumption of innocence upon arrest, judgment by 
a legally-constituted court, and defence by a trained lawyer3. In early modern times, the status 
of being French was a function of a feudal relationship: it simply meant being native (‘naturel’) 
to the kingdom of France, viz. born in a territory ruled by the French king: it had nothing to do 
with any cultural, ethnic or linguistic qualities. Peter Sahlins has used the concept of an ‘absolute 
citizen’4 to denote nationality under the Ancien Régime, viz. a common status as French. Using 
his sovereign power, the king might also accord various privileges to foreigners, such as a right 
of residence in France or exemptions from taxes or the droit d’aubaine (seizure by the king of a 
foreigner’s inheritance), according to their profession, nobility or services to the kingdom. So-
called naturalization procedures (‘naturalité’) allowed foreigners, by payment of a tax, to receive 
the same rights as the French (‘Français naturels’), contributing also inancially to the kingdom of 
France. Indeed, the status accorded by the ‘admission à domicile’ – granting civil rights but with an 
exemption from military obligations – was only abolished by a law of 1889. 

Apart from feudality, the main criterion of political belonging under the Ancien Régime was re-
ligious identity. Before the French Revolution, being French generally implied being Catholic: 
baptism was not only a religious sacrament, but also a ritual of integration into the jurisdiction of 
the state5. In consequence, the Protestant Reformation constituted a major challenge to monar-
chical authority. he promulgation of the Edict of Nantes (1598), acknowledging the existence 
of a French Calvinist community with religious rights of its own, ofered a temporary political 
compromise to preserve the civil unity of the kingdom. It did not, however, sacriice religious 
unity for civil peace: the monarchy remained Roman Catholic, the Edict was revoked in 16856, 
and religious pluralism was generally denied by the authorities until the Toleration Edict of 1787, 
which accorded their own vital record to Protestant subjects. In everyday life, “the distinction 
national/foreigner was seen as a modality of the opposition between familiar/unknown [...]: the 
foreigner was above all an individual who could not ofer the guarantee of being rooted in local 
society, in particular by having a property, a home, a family”7. Whether French or not, these were 
all indistinctly designated as outsiders (‘forains’) by the inhabitants and the local authorities. Re-
cent research has suggested that, notwithstanding the paradigm of a centralist state, the concept 
and deinition of a ‘foreigner’ at city level was complex8: status was very luid, depending on rela-
tionships at national or local level, or according to religion or profession.

he French Revolution undoubtedly marked a fundamental shit in attitudes by construing the 
political world in terms of the national sovereignty of citizens. he revolutionaries proclaimed 
that the citizens as a whole formed the ‘Nation’ which was the source of political power. Michel 
Vovelle thus deines citoyenneté as “the implementation of popular sovereignty, constitutive of 
a social contract established by a constitution and ruled by the laws made by the people or its 
representatives”9. he Revolution thus deined citizenship in accordance with a philosophy of 
natural rights, linking it to universal human rights and the right to political participation as an 
expression of civil liberty (see the Déclaration des Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen, August 1789). 
he concept of citoyen was the opposite of the concept of sujet (subject), and its early introduc-
tion in the Revolution marked a signiicant shit in traditional perspectives on political belonging, 
from a vertical and hierarchical order to a horizontal and egalitarian community. Under cover of 
Enlightenment philosophy and as a reaction to the Catholic monarchy’s religious intransigence, 
the new national community was also emancipated from religious belonging. he Déclaration des 
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Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen mentions religious freedom, which was legally reasserted in the 
Constitution of 1791, thereby integrating all the kingdom’s Protestant and Jewish subjects into 
the new political community10.

his change was not, however, as radical as it irst seemed. he proclamation of universal princi-
ples formally legitimized political authority and eventually claimed to foster a new humanity: but 
this universalist and prophetic conception of citizenship was contradicted and subverted by the 
practical conditions of political participation, by traditional social belonging, and by the French 
Revolution’s historical development in the 1790s under the pressure of wars. Already in 1789, the 
inluential abbé Sieyès (1748-1836) distinguished between an ‘active citizen’ and ‘passive citizen’ 
so as to restrict efective political participation through a franchise based on the poll tax, thereby 
excluding so-called ‘dependents’11. Indeed, the history of the French Revolution was partly deter-
mined by ideological conlicts around the modalities of political participation, so reshaping no-
tions of citizenship as a political community. As the political and ideological epicentre of modern 
liberalism in Europe, France experienced an early connection between nationality and citizen-
ship: the citizen was irst and foremost a member of the nation, deemed the only relevant political 
community, despite the universalist wishes of some révolutionnaires12.

he late modern and contemporary nation is a political and cultural construction built onto 
the national state, and likewise the notions of nationality and national community. For the irst 
time in history, by proclaiming the equality and the rights of those who have the status of citizen 
(‘qualité de citoyen’) and therefore the status of being French (‘qualité de Français’), the Revolu-
tion established an essential distinction between French and foreigners13, basing citizenship on 
nationality. Nationality14 – a term which appeared in the dictionary of the Académie rançaise in 
1835 – referred not to cultural or ethnic identity but to a relationship to the state, indissoluble 
from the formation of the nation-state, that is to say from the creation of an abstract entity (the 
nation) framed by an extensive legal and administrative system (the state). Gérard Noiriel analyses 
how, in late modern times:

the question of the relationships of dependency between the various nationals and their state (national-
ity in its present meaning) is not yet really distinguished from the problem of the political participation 
of citizens in public life (citizenship) ... he abstract reality of a ‘national community’ (comprehending 
millions of individuals who are unacquainted with each other, and are extremely diverse in regard to 
language, customs, resources, etc.) has not really been thought out15.

his relationship had been reinforced during the course of the 19th century, and formally ac-
knowledged by law under the hird Republic. Inter alia, French liberal conceptions were summed 
up in 1882 by Ernest Renan’s aphorism about nationality as an “everyday plebiscite”: this deini-
tion of nationality clearly refers to a metaphor of political participation; it pretended to exclude 
any reference to an ethnic identity or any ‘objective’ features of identity (for instance, race or 
language) even if this statement was obviously made under the weight of circumstances and did 
not entirely live up to reality16. his liberal and universalist statement gave birth to a so-called 
‘republican model’ of citizenship which believed in the virtue and possibility of a cultural assimi-
lation and cultural integration and the emergence of a true civic religion. 

hroughout modern times, French national citizenship has become an increasingly regulated sta-
tus, typical of a large-scale bureaucratization of an identity. Consequently, the French model of 
citizenship may operate both in terms of a rhetoric of boundary maintenance or as a tool for 
boundary subversion17. he building of the Nation-State is accompanied by a process of identii-
cation of the individual: “the administrative procedures of civil identiication are by themselves 
powerful factors of national assimilation”18. his is the function of the secular registers of birth 
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and death (état civil) established since the Revolution by the smallest administrative subdivisions 
(communes). As in the rest of Europe, there was an increasing tendency to “administer identity”19, 
to create new ways to categorize people and to determine those who enjoy nationality. he evolu-
tion of the passport is thus very signiicant. At the outset, it was a simple ‘permission of passage’ 
(so the term) given for a particular journey across the territory of the kingdom. It was only at the 
end of the 19th century that internal passports were inally suppressed. Since World War I, the 
passport has acquired “a new role: to substantiate the membership of the individual in regard to 
the community (the nation) and to testify to their personal identity”20. At the same time, frontiers 
were closing between the territories of the diferent Nation-States.

As a country of low demographic growth, the France of the hird Republic needed ‘to make 
French people’, in the context of a return to the protectionism of the 1880s and of a growing 
immigration of foreign workers. he American sociologist Roger Brubaker – who developed a 
socio-historical comparative perspective on citizenship, nationalism and ethnicity21 – identiied 
a French “assimilationist nationalism”: the “republican faith in assimilation”22 provided a distinc-
tive French path to nation-statehood. he growing homogenisation of the nation arises out of its 
republican structures (the army, the school system, etc.) which promote equality among some 
very diferent individuals and a variegated population. he ‘nationality Act’ of 1889 is one of the 
founding laws of the republican regime. It exhibits an open conception of citizenship which com-
bines rights of kinship (jus sanguini) inspired by Roman law, and a capacious right based on place 
of birth (jus soli) in regard to the second generation born in France from foreign parents. Even so, 
the Act also included clauses discriminating against naturalised persons (restricting their exercise 
of some political rights) and (until 1927) withdrawing the citizenship of French women who mar-
ried a foreigner. Yet this French republican model faced its obvious limits during the same period, 
in French colonies where the inhabitants were both French nationals and subjects, dependant and 
unable to acquire formal citizenship, except in some individual extraordinary cases. In 1865 the 
Second Empire declared French all the inhabitants of colonial Algeria and gave plenary citizen-
ship to all who asked for it provided they renounced their Muslim civil status. hey could then 
join the civil service and be accorded political representation in local institutions (albeit in a spe-
ciic electoral college). But the colonial population refused this model and imposed in its place 
a segregated indigenous code (1881). Except in the ‘little hold colonies’ (some islands and four 
Senegalese cities) and in regard to Algerian Jews23, the other French colonial subjects remained 
uniformly excluded from the assimilationist statement of the Republican model.

In Germany, by contrast, the concept of citizenship evolved along rather diferent lines. In point 
of fact, the German term for a citizen (Bürger) – in modern Germany a term with diferent mean-
ings – is not a direct heir of the medieval burgher/townsman (Stadtbürger), who was a member 
of a propertied and privileged group among the town dwellers united by an oath enjoying the 
prerogatives and sharing the duties of a freeman. he word Bürger derives rather from the fortiied 
castles (Burgen), and later towns, which were able to defend themselves. It was a legal term which 
during the 19th century became a social category (Bürgertum) which is still in use today. Within 
the Holy Roman Empire, the Stadtbürger were accepted as a separate estate (Bürgerstand) and 
represented at the rare meetings of the imperial diet. Early modern political theory used the term 
Bürger (Lat. civis, citizen) without social or local qualiications to denote the subject (Lat. subdi-
tus) of the state or states as opposed to mere servants and slaves. hese Bürger were, as members 
of the Empire (Reichsbürger), in theory entitled to political participation, not as individuals but 
through their representatives24.

Modern concepts of natural law promoted the idea of a political contract between the sovereign 
and his subjects. his abstract contract construed them as equals as subjects by natural law and 
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made them theoretically free as citizens within the framework of positive laws set by sovereign. 
In this sense the term citizen of the state (Staatsbürger) – or, in the German territories, of a state 
– became common at the end of the 18th century25. Today Staatsbürger is still a legal term as evi-
denced by an identity card or passport. But the Staatsbürger (pl.) of the 19th century did not form 
an active social group nor did they see themselves as participants in political issues. Yet among a 
minority of inluential voices, such as the philosopher Immanuel Kant, some authors maintained 
Rousseau’s conception that a Staatsbürger has by deinition a vote in the law-giving body. Kant 
immediately mitigated this privilege, however, by restricting it to independent property owners. 
Pressures to extend citizenship (Staatsbürgerschat) to new groups found expression in publica-
tions like On the Civil Improvement of the Jews (C.K.W. Dohm, 1781) or On Improving the Civil 
of the Status of Women (h.G. von Hippel, 1792). he Staatsbürger of the late 18th century simply 
lacked the emotional values of the French citoyen. In 18th-century Christian texts we also encoun-
ter the ‘citizen of this world’ (Erdenbürger) who hopes to be or to become a citizen in the City of 
God. More important and more prominent was the catchword of the Enlightenment: ‘the citizen 
of the world’ (Weltbürger) who as a co-citizen (Mitbürger) of the human race mentally transcend-
ed local and national boundaries (cosmopolitan = weltbürgerlich). New-born babies were greeted 
as neue Weltbürger. 

Ater the French Revolution the concept of a politically active citoyen stimulated democratic ex-
pectations, programmes, and demands, but the constitutional reforms and electoral laws of the 
19th century in the German states perpetuated in various ways the concept the Bürger as a mem-
ber of an estate (Bürgertum) consisting of people with property in real estate, the right to exercise 
a crat, or to carry on a trade. he Staatsbürger remained an abstract and depoliticised concept.

In a more general sense, Bürger were that category of subjects who were neither nobles nor peas-
ants, nor were they servants or foreigners. If one talks about misalliances a Bürgerliche(r) is a 
non-aristocratic commoner. he more active and the more prosperous part of the Bürgertum 
was called ‘the Bourgeoisie’, and more recently historians have talked about Besitzbürgertum, 
Großbürgertum, or Wirtschatsbürgertum. he political aspirations of these categories were main-
ly directed towards securing greater economic freedom. Less well-of people, or the lower middle 
class, were styled Kleinbürger (Fr. petit bourgeois), and these were clearly separated from, and 
oten opposed to, the working class. Since the middle of the century the group of higher public 
servants and professionals, such as academics, lawyers, artists, engineers, politicians, and doctors, 
have regardless of their wealth or leisure activities been described as society’s educated elite (die 
gebildeteten Stände): scholars now call them Bildungsbürger26. hey were proud of their status 
achieved by their own eforts, and they saw themselves as a cultural elite – substituting intelli-
gence for property. But the bourgeois and the Bildungsbürger did not see themselves as members 
of the same social group, and the distinction between entrepreneurial activities and service to the 
state hampered common political action among the German Bürgertum. he habits and tastes of 
the Bürger were decent and civilised (schicklich, gesittet), their life style was bürgerlich (i.e. mod-
est, restricted to the family and the private sphere, negatively and pejoratively: cf. spießbürgerlich, 
narrow-minded, parochial). A special virtue of the Bürger was and still is that of Bürgersinn 
(citizenship, public spirit), exhibited in a commitment to tasks of a public nature. Civil society 
(bürgerliche Gesellschat) was made up of these groups, and in Germany they were conceived of 
as more and more separated from the state. Politically they preferred reform to revolution, and 
occasionally women were also included among them.

he failure of the revolutionary attempts of 1848 constituted a severe but short-lived check to 
these ambitions. he authorities were confronted with claims of the Bürgertum for political par-
ticipation by sufrage and civil liberties, e.g. freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom 
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of assembly. Yet bourgeois liberals were reluctant to use the term Bürger because it promised po-
litical equality to the lower classes; but at the same time they needed the term so as to emphasize 
their equality before the law vis-à-vis the aristocracy. Two major thresholds, both precipitated 
by catastrophies, marked the transition of the German Bürger to an individual citoyen with full 
political rights. hese were the end of the monarchy and the Weimar constitution of 1918/19 and 
the federal constitution (Grundgesetz) of the Bundesrepublik (West Germany) in 1949.

Due to the close ties between the Scandinavian languages, the term for “citizenship” is the same 
in Danish (statsborgerskab/medborgerskab), Norwegian (statsborgerskap/medborgerskap), Swedish 
and Neo-Norwegian (statsborgarskap/medborgarskap). However, the two diferent terms did not 
originally have the same meaning: this spectrum of meaning relects variations in the linguistic 
uses of the term in the diferent Scandinavian countries. Statsborgerskap27 and medborgerskap are 
each used to describe particular aspects of what is understood by the term “citizenship” in Eng-
lish. While the term statsborgerskap refers to certain juridical and political aspects of citizenship 
in regard to the rights and duties of a single citizen, the term medborgerskap has a more social and 
cultural dimension in regard to an individual’s participation in a society. he two terms overlap 
semantically for the most part but their meanings are not precisely the same. In other words, an 
individual in a (Scandinavian) country may be a statsborger without fully being a medborger and 
vice versa.

Etymologically the term(s) statsborger(skap) are derived in the irst half of the 19th century 
from the German Staatsbürger(schat)28 – relecting the signiicant German cultural inluence 
in Scandinavia until the beginning of the 20th century. he term medborgar(skap) – German 
Mitbürger(schat) – is older and may be found in, for instance, Swedish terminology as early as in 
the middle of the 18th century29.

In all four languages, the word is based on the word borger, and corresponds to the French word 
bourgeois and the German Bürger. Borgerskap is the Scandinavian term for the French bourgeoisie 
or the German (Groß)Bürgertum. he most striking aspect of the concept, as well as the most 
common in contemporary popular use, is its implication of social belonging. he borger is an in-
dividual with economic responsibilities: historically, and as with the word bourgeois in French, the 
borger belonged originally to an urban elite. More speciically, the noun borg refers etymologically 
to a castle and, by extension, a city (in Latin civitas). Widely employed in European topography 
(Strasburg, Edinburgh, Freiburg …), it implies a place of power and consequently, a political com-
munity.

In the Danish language, the listing of the term statsborger(skab) in dictionaries may be traced back 
to the 1830s. While older dictionaries do not include the term statsborger, only borger30, it is irst 
found in Christian Molbech’s dictionary of 183331, using the term as a synonym for a “member” 
of a state, but without further explanation. Later, statsborger(skab) is frequently found in Danish 
dictionaries, for instance, the monumental Ordbog over det Danske Sprog [Dictionary of the Dan-
ish Language], which surveys the Danish language between 1700 and ca. 1950 and which was 
published between 1918 and 1956 (with a supplement published between 1992 and 2005). In this 
dictionary, statsborger is a person who legally resides in a particular country, but with the further re-
mark that this means especially holding the citizenship of that country. Statsborgerskab is therefore 
deined as the legal relationship between the citizen and the state32. he supplement to this diction-
ary adds the interesting point that during the Occupation in World War II the term statsborger was 
understood as a term for a Danish Nazi33. Modern dictionaries understand the term exclusively in 
regard to the legal relationship between the individual and the state: statsborgerskab refers in this 
respect to the rights and duties which an individual receives by birth or naturalisation34.
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A survey of various Norwegian dictionaries indicates that the term statsborger was already in use in 
the 19th century, a linguistic inheritance of the Danish-Norwegian Union. In a dictionary of the 
year 1881 the term statsborger was – without further explanation – equated with the term borgar35. 
he irst volume of the Norwegian Riksmålsordbok from 1937 lists the term statsborger as a second 
meaning of the word borger36, whereas in the second volume (published in 1957) statsborger is 
glossed as a citizen within a state and the particular rights and duties which follow from this37. A 
Norwegian-Danish etymological dictionary from the middle of the 20th century does not, unfor-
tunately, include an entry for either of these terms38. In contemporary dictionaries statsborgerskap is 
– as with Danish use – linked to the legal relationship between the individual and the state39. he 
terms included in Neo-Norwegian dictionaries do not disclose any signiicant diferences40: here 
statsborgar(skap) corresponds in the 19th and 20th centuries to usage in Norwegian. In some of 
the older Norwegian dictionaries the term samfundsborger may be found41. Its meaning is related 
to (active) participation and/or good behaviour in a society and is therefore rather normative. In 
fact, the term samfundsborger corresponds largely with medborger and in contemporary Norwegian 
has been replaced by it. In early 19th-century Norway borgere were citizens/subjects according to 
the Constitution of 1814: the term refers oicially to an explicit (and new) political community. 
hroughout the 19th century, the term was also employed to describe a particular social group, 
known as the academic bourgeois (akademiske borgere), which meant all those persons who had 
passed the entrance examination at the University of Christiania (Oslo). his may be a particular 
usage in regard to a country which did not have any signiicant nobility, and in which the prosper-
ous patricians of the 18th century had been ruined by the Napoleonic wars. From 1814 until the 
1870s, the academic bourgeois were one of the most powerful social groups in the country, and 
usually occupied key political positions. he preix stat (State) was aterwards added to borgerskap, 
in order to mark a distinction between the social meaning and the strictly legal meaning of the 
term. Statsborgerskap (citizenship) is thus the word used in the irst citizenship law (1888)42. But 
in a context of a heightened nationalism, this word did not just refer to the simple idea of a politi-
cal community: it became partly an ethnic-based and to some extent exclusive concept, although 
the premise of territoriality still seemed predominant. Even today, the word is synonymous with 
nationality. he distinction between statsborger(skap) and medborger(skap) in Norway thus became 
politically important in a period in which Norway was becoming a country of immigration43.

In Sweden, the use of the term medborgarskap seems more usual: while the term statsborgarskap 
exists, it is quite old-fashioned44. here is no entry for the terms medborgar(skap) in several ety-
mological dictionaries45, but their history can be traced back to the 18th century. he term med-
borgarskap has been in use since 1789, but the term medborgare is already found as early as in 
174646. Östergren’s Nusvensk Ordbok [Dictionary of contemporary Swedish] from 1934 gives 
two meanings of the term medborgare – the irst in regard to a particular state, the second with 
regard to a society as a community47. Here also the term akademisk medborgare is mentioned, but 
without any further explanation. he Swedish counterpart to the above mentioned monumental 
Danish dictionary – the Ordbok över Svenska Språket [Dictionary of the Swedish language], pub-
lished in the irst half of the 20th century, gives four diferent meanings of the term medborgare, 
with regard to a particular city, university (akademisk medborgare), state, or society (community), 
whereas the term medborgarskap refers only to the quality of a medborgare as a “member” of the 
society from which the state is built48. Interestingly, the two points of reference for the diferent 
terms – state and society/community – are here linked with each other. Furthermore, the Ordbok 
över Svenska Språket lists the term samhälls- in the sense of stats-medborgare (community-citizen 
as state-citizen)49: in this respect they are synonyms. his notion of synonymity is conirmed by 
Strömberg’s Stora Synonymordboken [Large Dictionary of Synonyms], which gives statsborgare 
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as the irst synonym for medborgare, and statsborgarskap – in a legal meaning – as a synonym for 
medborgarskap50. Contemporary dictionaries support this picture: the term medborgarskap is al-
most exclusively related to the relationship between the individual and the state and certain rights 
and duties on both sides51.

Although both terms – statsborgarskap and medborgarskap – are nowadays largely synonymous, the 
preix med (with) suggests a slightly diferent perception of contemporary citizenship in this coun-
try: rather than a vertical political membership of a state, with its legal rights and duties, it suggests 
a horizontal/social/relational sense of belonging in the broadest sense of the term. he core of the 
deinition is adhesion to a set of values and norms representing the status of citizens as ideal members 
of a society: the concept thus relects rights, participation and political culture52. A possible interpre-
tation of the contemporary use of medborgarskap rather than statsborgarskap in Sweden may be the 
historical weight of social democracy and the welfare-state in this country, and the importance of 
the so-called Swedish model in the 1950s and 1960s: medborgarskap is implicitly a more inclusive, 
egalitarian notion, with a larger meaning than the strictly legal concept of statsborgarskap.

Probably because of the proximity of Sweden, medborgerskap has been more extensively used in 
Norway in recent years, especially in academic literature. A reason which has been proposed to 
explain the contemporary coexistence of both terms in Norway are the recent waves of immigra-
tion, which may have fostered a more precise distinction between the legal norms of political 
belonging, and the existence of a set of social, economical and individual rights which may be 
enjoyed by foreigners independently of their actual legal participation in the national political sys-
tem53. More generally, the word medborgerskap has a strong ethnic and symbolical dimension, and 
might sometimes be translated in English as community rather than citizenship. It has also been 
observed that these words have been increasingly used in public debates since the 1980s, possibly 
because statsborgerskap has partly lost its signiicance in regard to exclusive national norms due to 
European agreements and globalization54.

he case of Italy represents another important European tradition. As in many other parts of Eu-
rope, the term ‘citizen’ derives from the Latin term civitas, which meant the condition or status of 
being a citizen, with particular reference to the Roman citizen. In Rome civitas connoted above 
all a juridical rather than a political condition: the Roman citizen was protected by Roman public 
and private law, and this aspect, rather than a possible participation in political life, was empha-
sized. In imperial times the right of citizenship was extended gradually from the free men of Rome 
to include the inhabitants of Latium and inally the inhabitants of the Empire55.

Following the development of citizenship concepts in the medieval Italian city-states, it is prob-
able that, by the beginning of the communal age, the concepts of resident (habitator) and citizen 
had converged. Residence in fact appeared to be a necessary condition for carrying out civil and 
military functions. he citizen intervened in the assemblies, elected and was elected, but also had 
some speciic duties, amongst which were those of residing in the city, paying the taxes, and some-
times of possessing a house or lands56. he term civitas then came to indicate the city itself, that is 
an urban agglomerate, the seat of a bishopric, and the terms cittadino, citizen, and cittadinanza, 
citizenship, referred only to the inhabitants of the cities and to their status, but not all those who 
lived in the city were included. Between the 13th and the 15th century, in fact, the right of citizen-
ship, that brought with it full access to public activity, was strongly restricted because of social and 
political limitations or ‘closures’57. he speciic norms varied from city to city and in each single 
city, over time, there were oten very relevant changes. In general residence (ius soli) and descent 
(ius sanguinis) were no longer suicient requisites for the right of citizenship to be recognised, but 
it was also necessary to have paid taxes for more or less extended periods of time. 
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In the modern period, the formation of the territorial state did not bring with it relevant modi-
ications in the concept of citizenship, which continued to be linked to the single cities. In its 
irst edition (1612), the famous Vocabolario of the Accademia della Crusca (based in Florence, 
the Academy aimed to preserve the purity of the Italian language and published its authoritative 
views in Dictionaries of many volumes) explained the term cittadinanza as a ‘gathering of citizens’, 
whereas for the term cittadino, it indicated ‘he who is capable of [enjoying] the honours and the 
beneits of the City’58, thus referring to the privileges of citizenship without mentioning the duties 
inherent in this condition. he subsequent editions of the Vocabolario (1623, 1691, 1729-1738 
and 1863-1923) made no changes, with the exception of the last edition (1863-1923) which for 
cittadinanza ofered the deinition, ‘title and degree of citizen, the capacity of having and exercis-
ing the rights and privileges of citizen’59, whereas it explained cittadino as ‘he who legitimately par-
ticipates in the duties and right of a city, and today also of a state and is subject to the civil law of 
the latter’60. In the deinition of cittadino, hence, two important modiications were introduced: 
the deinition continues to refer to rights, but now also to duties and a new political reality was 
taken into consideration, the state.

It is perhaps worth looking more closely, too, at the speciic context of developments over a much 
shorter timeframe in another heavily urbanized region which also bears in other ways consider-
able resemblances to Italy, the Netherlands (including the southern Netherlands, Belgium). he 
concept of citizenship in Dutch history has been widely explored both in recent and in older 
historiography. It might even be argued that the burgher or poorter is at the heart of Netherlandish 
history and identity. Most recently, the study of citizenship has been explored utilizing theories 
and methodologies of the German Begrifsgeschichte (critical conceptual history)61. More than 
their German colleagues, Dutch researchers have explored the concept and its use not just in 
strictly historical texts, but in literature, art, architecture, linguistics and law. hese studies have 
emphasized that citizenship as a concept with legal, social and cultural implications has been 
widely used since the 15th century. While the connotations associated with the concept may have 
shited from the late middle ages to the 21st century, the burgher is still, it has been argued, the 
most important frame of reference for Netherlandish citizens in Europe today.

As Marc Boone has demonstrated, the terms burgher and poorter in the late medieval Netherlands 
associated citizens with cities, as was the case in Italy. Burghers were irst and foremost members 
of a municipal community rather than, for instance, a territory under the sovereignty of a prince 
or monarch62. he political and social conlicts of the 13th-century – mainly Flemish and Brabant 
– towns and cities led to a diferentiation of the two terms with burgher now denoting a land-
owning, trading elite and poorter used as a (self-)descriptor for the aspiring artisan class. Both 
groups claimed moral superiority over their rivals as being the better representatives of what were 
then further speciied as civic values. Citizens were in charge of upholding and supporting the 
well-being of the community. Citizenship thus entailed both rights and obligations. In the course 
of the civic conlicts of the period burghers, members of the urban patriciate, rediscovered and 
increasingly referred to the ancient republican traditions. Burghers in this context had a moral ob-
ligation to their civitas which entailed leading exemplary, virtuous lives and putting public interest 
before private gain. he relationship between the burgher and the surrounding territory, be it a 
province or the wider political entity of the Burgundian, and later Habsburg, Empire remained 
vague. he direct connection between burghers and the state was the product of the Eighty Years’ 
War (1568-1648). Pieter de la Court, for instance, regarded burghers as members of any political 
community, be it a city, a republic or a monarchy63. In his interpretation of citizenship, virtuosity, 
morale and civic culture acquired through a reined, rounded education, were closely linked with 
a spirit of commerce. he concept of the Mercator sapiens, which was so eloquently propagated 
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by 17th-century intellectuals such as Caspar van Baerle epitomized the image of the Dutch mer-
cantile patriciate in cities such as Amsterdam, Haarlem and Leiden. Moreover, good citizenship 
practice was based on good governance and virtuous conduct was supplemented and supported 
by virtuous, eicient institutions.

In practice, citizenship rights remained linked to residents of cities64. hey entailed legal, econom-
ic, political and social privileges, which, although in theory equally available for all citizens, were 
oten restricted to a distinct group of prominent families. Distinctions between citizens and non-
citizens were further deined with the introduction of the category of “inhabitant” introduced in 
1668. “Inhabitants” were not citizens but could, for instance, join guilds, thus obtaining impor-
tant employment and career opportunities. In the 18th century the concept of citizenship became 
more closely, but not exclusively, linked to the state. It also had moral transnational connotations 
highlighting bourgeois qualities and virtues as an alternative to the classical aristocratic or regent 
elite. he French Revolution and its consequences for the Netherlands led to the development of 
an imminently political interpretation of the term. Citizens had political rights in the new state. 
Citizenship thus became less locally deined, but also more abstract. Similar developments oc-
curred elsewhere, such as in the German-speaking lands where, particularly from the time of the 
French Revolution and under its inluence, Bürger were those who participated in government 
and Untertanen, subjects, were ‘those who do not rule’65. 

In the course of the 19th century, the term burgher became increasingly used as a marker of class 
and social status expressed through cultural practices and habitus. While the socio-economic role 
of the bourgeois middle class was still fully recognized in the Dutch and Belgian Revolutions of 
1848, the growing appreciation of the economic importance of the industrial working class gradu-
ally eroded burgher values as being essential for the well being of the state. he cultural values of 
the term reached, perhaps, their lowest point in the 1960s when the bourgeoisie was associated 
with conservatism and an adversity to cultural change. Nonetheless, civic awareness is currently 
resurfacing in the Netherlands and in Belgium. Discussions in the Netherlands are closely linked 
to immigration debates and the rights and obligations of immigrants and new citizens. hey ad-
dress questions of what Karin Tilmans has called the third substantive innovation in the citizen-
ship concept: that of European citizenship66.

In the case of Germany, Italy and the Netherlands, the major cities in medieval and early mod-
ern times all had substantial rural territories attached to them over whose inhabitants they had 
jurisdiction. At some point, the concept of citizen shited to include this wider rural population, 
as well as the privileged inhabitants of a city. As the earlier discussion of pairs of terms (citizen-
ship and nationality) has suggested, however, another path to citizenship rights lay through the 
concept of nationality. Italy and the Netherlands were heavily urbanized from earlier times, but 
in Renaissance England, for instance, the jurisdiction of the town or city ended at the town wall, 
beyond which lay the county or shire, administered through a separate royal oicial, the sher-
if. Obviously, in such circumstances citizenship rights developed rather diferently. he English 
state, however, was the classic example of a conquest state, having a highly centralized administra-
tive system with uniform structures of local government. ‘Citizens’, so described, were simply the 
enfranchised inhabitants of cities. What was much more signiicant in this context were the rights 
and duties of freeborn English subjects who had right of residence in the realm, could possess land 
or goods there, who paid taxes (and customs duties at preferential rates), and were aforded legal 
protection in the king’s courts. Until the mid-16th century, moreover, English ‘subject-ship’ (if 
we can coin this word) had a pronounced ethnic (or national) quality: English subjects had to be 
English by language and culture too, and to be born of English parents (ius sanguinis). hus, in the 
English case, the path to modern citizenship rights lay through an extension of the rights of free 
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subjects to the population at large (including Irish, Welsh, and the unfree). It had very little to do 
with the enfranchised inhabitants of towns and cities, except by analogy with citizenship rights 
elsewhere67. Even the introduction of the term ‘British citizen’ is a very recent development: it 
refers primarily to the inhabitants of the United Kingdom with right of residence there; but until 
1949, they were oicially described as ‘British subjects’ along with other inhabitants of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations who, until 1983, also had right of residence in Britain68.

he pattern of developments in eastern and east central Europe was very diferent from the posi-
tion in the West. his was on the whole a less urbanized region, and it is worth noting that, in 
the early modern Polish-Lithuanian commonwealth, the term ‘citizenship’ was used chiely as an 
alternative to the term ‘nobility’. Stanisław Sarnicki, for instance, in his Statuta i metryka przy-
wilejów koronnych [A Codex of privileges in the Kingdom of Poland, 1594] described himself as 
“szlachcic i obywatel chełmskiej ziemi” [nobleman and citizen of Chełm Land in the Ruthenian 
voivodeship]69. Around 8% of the Commonwealth’s population (perhaps ca.500,000 people) en-
joyed some form of nobility, and civil and political rights were restricted to this relatively large 
group of landowners70. In the modern period, however, large multi-ethnic monarchies of an ab-
solutist character dominated this traditionally less urbanized region, ruling through elites of a 
diferent language and culture what had earlier been smaller independent states. hese diferences 
inevitably altered the relationship between subjects/citizens and the state. Perhaps typical of this 
pattern of citizenship rights is the case of Romania where questions of nationality were more im-
portant, as in England, but where the major developments came rather later and were particularly 
shaped by the state’s luctuating boundaries. In modern Romanian usage, the word for citizenship 
covers an interesting spectrum of meanings with multiple signiications in respect of historical 
conditions and in particular changes in the area of law. Deriving from French legal terminology, it 
has circulated for almost a hundred years in the form of nationality, reacquiring its original con-
notation ater the Second World War, when a clear distinction was made between citizenship as 
“pertaining to the state” and nationality in regard to “ethnical origin”71. From a methodological 
point of view, Constantin Iordachi identiied two institutional dimensions of the term citizenship: 
the irst one implies a sense of belonging to a state, understood as a territorial unit, with political 
frontiers legally delimited; the second relects the rights and obligations that derive from the qual-
ity of being a member and participant in a community, whether a civil, political or social one72.

he irst juridical deinition of citizenship doctrine within the modern Romanian state can be 
found in the Civil Code (1864), whose eighth article established ius sanguinis as fundamental 
to the granting of citizenship at birth. Inluenced by 19th-century nationalist dogma, selective 
naturalization politics in regard to foreigners supported Romanian attempts to limit or even ex-
clude altogether the non-Romanian elites (Greeks, Armenians, Jews) from retaining the power 
and inluence they had previously enjoyed before the middle of the 19th century. Two years later, 
in 1866, the Constitution clearly stipulated the criteria necessary for naturalization – the Chris-
tian religion and Romanian ethnicity – so conirming the discriminatory measures of the Civil 
Code. Associated with the phenomenon of Jewish persecution in the Romanian kingdom, the 
constitutional articles produced, within the oices of European chancellors, and more especially 
in the press, an extremely critical reaction towards the Romanian state. For example, Henri Mar-
tin pleaded in the “Siècle” in favour of those Jews considered to be foreigners in Romania: “his 
way, against their will, they are part of the population continually on the move. Make them citi-
zens. We don’t ask you to make them citizens without condition, but assimilate those Jews who 
were born in Romania or those who have been living there for 30 years (one generation) with 
other Romanian citizens, and let the rest be considered just like any other foreigner who can be 
naturalized. Without any doubt, this is neither excess nor utopia”73. In 1879, under international 
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pressure, “Romanian nationality” (with the meaning of citizenship) was extended even to Jews, 
but only by process of “law and individually”. Even so, by 1900 only 85 Jews had been natural-
ized74. At the same time, the Romanian state debated the position of the ethnic Romanians living 
in Romanian provinces under foreign occupation (Bessarabia, Transylvania, Bukovina), invoking 
the so-called practice of “admitting citizenship” for the purpose of ensuring their access to the 
Romanian Parliament75. It is no coincidence that in the Enciclopedia română published by C. 
Diaconovich in 1898, the term citizenship, which meant ailiation to a state and the ability to 
discharge public oice, was associated with that of being a Romanian. From a political point of 
view, a Romanian was one who was born of Romanian parents, even on a foreign land and this 
because – as the author noted and as was relevant in regard to the principle of ius sanguinis – “the 
place of birth does not count”76.

he First World War and Romania’s territorial reconiguration inaugurated transformations, 
strategies and legislative politics, in regard to the newly heterogeneous character of the state from 
an ethnic and confessional point of view. he Constitution in 1923 acknowledged citizen rights 
and liberties for all the inhabitants of the Romanian state, regardless of their ethnicity, language, 
religion or social class. Also, the means of obtaining Romanian citizenship was the object of the 
Law of 1924, when to ius sanguinis was added the variant of marriage to a Romanian man, as 
well as naturalization ater ten years spent in Romania. But, the change in demographic structure 
ater 1918 brought about a series of diiculties and unexpected conlicts. Towards the end of the 
1930s a re-evaluation occurred of the meaning of naturalization in regard to Jews, a clear distinc-
tion being introduced between “Romanian citizens” and “naturalized Romanians”. Commonly, 
Romanian citizens of Jewish origin were prohibited access to public and private institutions in 
Romania. he citizenship of the de-naturalized inhabitants was restored in 1947 when all the 
decrees and anti-Semitic laws were declared null and void. 

Under the Communist regime, the conditions for acquiring or forfeiting citizenship were rede-
ined in Romania. he Constitution of 1948 established, in absolute terms, the word citizenship, 
while the conceptual meaning of the word nationality was redrawn to denote ethnic origin, with 
the parallel introduction of the phrase “co-inhabiting nationalities”. New rules were introduced 
with the aim of demonstrating the connection between the citizen and the “socialist nation”. he 
conferring of Romanian nationality at birth, in accordance with ius sanguinis, could be done ei-
ther paternally or maternally on condition that at least one parent had lived in Romania. Even so, 
upon adulthood, children born of mixed marriages had to choose between the mother’s and the 
father’s nationality: dual nationality was prohibited. Politically, the granting of citizenship might 
relect the “democratic attitude”77 of the applicant. As regards the withdrawal of citizenship, in 
addition to the well-known reasons that exist in international law, as far as Romania was con-
cerned, this might be invoked when a person “conspired against the Popular Republic”, prejudic-
ing its good name and reputation or absenting oneself for more than two months ater the expira-
tion or revocation of personal papers. Aterwards, in the spirit of the new national Communist 
ideology, citizenship became “the expression of the socio-economic, political and juridical rela-
tionship between the individual and the socialist state”, a feature of “honour” and of great “civic 
responsibility”. Without being too precise about the nature of these relationships, the attribute of 
citizenship rested more on feeling and honour than on judicial principles. From this derived the 
rather confused deinition ofered by a specialist in constitutional law: “citizenship is a bouquet of 
profound feelings and high aspirations, of convictions and deeds for the beneit and prosperity of 
one’s country and people, serving, also, the supreme ideals of the whole of humanity”78.

he fall of the Communist regime and the gradual democratization of the political system modi-
ied certain criteria in respect of Romanian citizenship. From a juridical perspective, the deini-
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tion of citizenship remained ambiguous in that it upheld the 1971 formula asserting this ailia-
tion to the Romanian state, without specifying the efects of the ailiation. he main innovation 
concerned the reacquisition of Romanian citizenship by those who had lived in the territories lost 
by Greater Romania ater the Second World War and who had been deprived of their Romanian 
citizenship against their will or for reasons beyond their control. he new regulations were to be 
applied not only in these cases but also in respect of those who had migrated due to political per-
secution or because their citizenship had been revoked by the Communist regime, including “all 
former citizens and their descendants”. Although the 1991 Law does not speciically mention the 
main beneiciaries of this political restoration, they are the inhabitants of the former Soviet So-
cialist Republic of Moldavia, as well as those from Northern Bukovina and Southern Bessarabia in 
the present Ukraine. Ater the Soviet wartime occupation, the inhabitants of these provinces had 
been forcibly stripped of their Romanian citizenship, being granted Soviet citizenship. Moreo-
ver, the 1991 Romanian law allows those re-naturalized to preserve their foreign citizenship also, 
thus creating a category of non-resident Romanian citizens, a fact that has generated international 
debates concerning the problems surrounding “multiple citizenship” and the “loyalty of citizens 
with dual citizenship”.

In these circumstances, an important object in regard to the development of a common citizenship 
for the new Europe must be to reassemble, to take account of, and to encompass the breadth and 
wealth of meaning contained in each of these diferent citizenship traditions. It is, for instance, 
not the case that citizenship was always ‘a good thing’, a goal to which people invariably aspired 
and strove. In eastern Europe, attitudes towards citizenship remain much more ambiguous and 
continue to be shaped by the legacy of totalitarian regimes, that is, historical periods when citizens 
were usually unable to play an active role, and when the term citizen was used sparingly, normally 
beret of its individuality, in situations intended to highlight the subordination of the citizen to 
the state. Likewise, the frequent changes of regimes and borders across central and east-central 
Europe has meant that the concept of citizenship there is devoid of the emotionality which it 
usually possesses in western Europe. People identiied more readily with their homeland and/or 
nation than with the state.

his brings us to a second important variable which has shaped the concept of citizenship, that 
is, the nature of the state in which it is exercised. he kind of ‘participatory dictatorship’ of the 
people which developed in East Germany, for instance, successfully harnessed for much of its 
existence the active participation of most citizens in state activities, including of course voting in 
national and regional elections; but in practice ‘real existing socialism’ concentrated real power in 
the hands of a very small elite79. he extension of the franchise and of other citizenship rights did 
not necessarily go hand in hand with the extension of individual freedoms and a wider power base. 
In many ways, ‘the middling sort’ of 16th-century England had more real inluence in the political 
system known as Tudor absolutism than had 20th-century DDR-Bürger in East Germany80. 

Nevertheless, one pointer to an understanding of the actual value placed on these citizenship 
rights is the particular meaning of the German term, Staatsbürgerschat, which relects the willing-
ness of the individual to identify with the state in which he/she lives81. In a modern context, we 
may analyze the complex of citizenship rights and duties in terms of its civic, social, and politi-
cal dimensions, including such things as freedom of religion and of speech, equality before the 
law, civil rights, and the safeguarding of private property82, but surely the main point in all this 
is whether or not the citizen is prepared to accept the legitimacy of the state. hroughout much 
of eastern and central Europe, the rights and duties of citizens of the totalitarian states of the last 
century were extensive and speciic. States run on socialist lines, for instance, did indeed have 
some success in reinforcing a sense of community spirit among their citizens; but the real question 
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was how far the citizens of these states could be persuaded to identify with the state. In addition, 
even in states where democratic citizenship in the Western sense existed, the formal recognition 
of political rights, as in the case of universal sufrage, does not necessarily translate into efective 
participation in the political process. Either by speciic practices, or through the operation of 
particular norms and values, various categories of the population (‘travelling people’ or Romanies 
in modern society, for instance) may be excluded from political participation. In other cases, ex-
clusion may take the form of self-exclusion, in that citizens may not perceive their participation 
to be useful or meaningful. his last case was of course also relevant to the Soviet Bloc regimes 
and other one-party states in which voting and elections were primarily a mechanism to secure 
popular endorsement of pre-existing policies. In this context, the distinction in German between 
a state which is perceived to be based on law, a Rechtsstaat, and an illegitimate state remains useful. 
A distinction purely based on law is of course much too narrow: it conjures up again the modern 
notion of equality before the law. What is rather needed here is a distinction based on consensus, 
which is, in this context, a much more universal value. 

We may argue, for instance, that political consensus in any kind of polity, whether a medieval 
city-state, a feudal kingdom, an early-modern conglomerate state, or a modern nation-state rests 
in large part on a general acceptance by its inhabitants that the modes of governance in that pol-
ity relect the pervading norms and values of the particular historical period in which it operated. 
hus, while ethnic discrimination was pervasive in medieval Europe, and religious discrimination 
in early-modern Europe, as well as other institutionalized inequalities such as on grounds of gen-
der at other times, polities which practised these forms of discrimination were nonetheless based 
on political consent because such practices accorded with the accepted norms and values of those 
eras. Early-modern confessional states, for instance, policed the boundaries of confessional norms 
quite rigidly, expending considerable energy on this task: those few states which extended a meas-
ure of freedom of conscience to their subjects – thus anticipating more modern ideas – did not 
necessarily generate greater political consent, and indeed were oten viewed by contemporaries as 
the weaker for it. Even in modern times, the necessary degree of political consent may nonetheless 
exist in states which promote collective patterns of behaviour and restrict individual freedoms 
in favour of ‘the common good’, building on earlier bourgeois values. Certainly, Soviet socialism 
failed because it lacked political consent, but the Western democracies have struggled to devise 
means of consolidating the community. 

Looked at in this way, therefore, we have a means of measuring the rights and duties of citizens 
which relects ‘best practice’ in any historical period. A Rechtsstaat is a state which commands 
this kind of political consent; ‘citizens’ are those inhabitants who are ‘enfranchised’ in accordance 
with the prevailing norms and values of that particular period; the complex of rights and duties 
relating to citizenship are those which are likewise consonant with those norms and values. By this 
approach, we avoid the conceptual trap of seeking to deine citizenship in terms of the espousal 
of modern Western values, and then in efect elaborating a perspective which simply charts the 
inevitable evolution of more modern concepts of citizenship from the customs of earlier epochs. 
hus, in so far as the new European Union has developed a viable concept of citizenship, this 
is not because it accords more rights and privileges to its citizens, but because such rights and 
privileges as it enshrines in law are, to a greater or lesser degree, in tune with the norms and values 
of the societies which it encompasses. his perspective, in turn, ofers a new ‘take’ on such vexed 
questions as the problem of accession states like Turkey. Since freedom of religion is supposedly a 
modern Western value, the question of Turkey’s accession should, in theory, be a non-issue: that it 
remains an intractable issue is in part because the legacy of Christianity remains – to a surprising 
degree in this allegedly ‘post-Christian era’ – so central to European norms and values. In practice, 
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‘freedom of religion’ in Europe means a freedom to choose between a rather more limited menu 
of beliefs and customs which do not cut across European norms and values. Conversely, attempts 
by the former United States’ president, George W. Bush, to export ‘freedom and democracy’ to 
non-European societies like Iraq and Afghanistan are so out of tune with local norms and values 
that they fail utterly to build political consensus or to nurture ‘good citizens’.

his line of argument may appear to run the danger of advocating a relativist concept of citizen-
ship. In practice, however, it makes no comment on the particular moral values enshrined in citi-
zenship concepts in any particular period of history. What it does do, is to suggest that those states 
whose models of governance were more closely aligned with contemporary norms and values were 
more likely to command the ready support of their ‘citizens’, based on political consent. he vari-
ous strategies developed by diferent kinds of state in various ages in order to harness the support 
of its citizens and to achieve this consent are accordingly very relevant to the development of 
citizenship concepts in the new EU.
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